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1. Core Tests 











 



2. Warm-up 
Dynamic warm-up routine by Selin. To be done before every erg/weights/outing: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Ooy8foPVxw&feature=youtu.be 

3. Core Routines 
I have 3 routines (Basic/Advanced/ Super advanced). I have links for the first two but 

working on the link for the 3rd one. 

Basic and Advanced has 5 sets and Super Advanced has 3 sets. Each set has 5 different 

exercises. 

You will make your 30 min routines by choosing the correct set for your level. Which level to 

chose is listed below. I will run through these exercises each week for 5-10 mins so it will 

make more sense and you all know how to do it correctly 

30 minutes Basic Core 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TGxWXlLB7Lt4vSpA4uPx7rAAJIjgzeNarQ6QKW6NTQ

o/edit?usp=sharing 

 

30 minutes Advanced Core 

http://bit.ly/15xV249 

How to make your core routine: 

Prone hold,  If your time was 

Less than 1.30: Set 1- Basic, Set 4- Basic 

Between 1.20-2.30:  Set 1 Advanced, Set 3 Advanced 

More than 2.30:  Set 1 Super Advanced, Set 1 Advanced 

Lateral Hold (L/R) 

Less than 1.30: Set 3- Basic, Set 2- Advanced 

Between 1.20-2.30:  Set 2 Advanced, Set 4 Advanced 

More than 2.30:  Set 2 Super Advanced, Set 3 Super Advanced 

Double Leg hold 

Everybody will be using the set 5 (Basic and Advanced set 5 is identical) 

If below 2.30- Do the exercises in supine  

If above 2.30- Do the exercises in sitting as seen on the photos 

In total everybody will have 5 sets to complete but different levels according to their 

strength. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Ooy8foPVxw&feature=youtu.be
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TGxWXlLB7Lt4vSpA4uPx7rAAJIjgzeNarQ6QKW6NTQo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TGxWXlLB7Lt4vSpA4uPx7rAAJIjgzeNarQ6QKW6NTQo/edit?usp=sharing
http://bit.ly/15xV249


30 min programme: Each exercises is 45 sec with 15 sec rest, 1 min rest in between the sets 

This should be done at least once a week or ideally twice. Can be done as a crew pre- outing. 

It will certainly wake everyone's cores up for the session! 

 

8 min programme:  4 sets ( not including the 5th set), Each exercise is 25 sec with no rest in 

between the exercises and the sets. 

Needs to be done twice a week. It should be integrated in to your warm up routine pre- 

weights or ergs 

4. Flexibility 
All below is what is required for rowing (NOT FOR NORMAL PEOPLE!). Most of us can be in 
poor category and not even notice any problems with our day to day lives. If we want to 
however attain good postures for rowing (along with good core stability) we need all the 
below joint ranges. 
 
Flexibility:  

 

Hip 

Flexion 

(angle) 

Hamstring 

Length 

(Pop Angle) 

Calf Flexibility 

(distance from 

the wall) 

Quad Stretch 

(angle) 

Shoulder Int 

(R)-Ext (L) 

(distance) 

Shoulder Int (L)-Ext 

(R) 

(distance) 

Shoulder 

Flexion 

(angle) 

Good > 130 0-10  <13cm >135 
zero to 

overlap 
zero to overlap 180 

Average 120-130 10-20 11-13cm 120-135 2-3 cm 2-3cm 170-180 

Poor <120 <20 <11cm <120 <2-3cm  <2-3cm <170 

 
How to improve flexibility: 
 
1- Pre exercise: ensure you mobilise your hips/ knees/ankles and shoulders pre 
outing/weights and ergs. These will need to be dynamic exercises and not passive stretches. 
We use most of these muscles for rowing and passively stretching them will relax the 
muscles we are about to use. 
 
Dynamic warm up routine 
https://youtu.be/-Ooy8foPVxw 
 
2- Post exercise: Passively stretch the muscles.  
 
If you are tight (poor): Hold the stretch for 60 sec, re-position (if you can) then hold it for 
another 60 sec. You should feel the stretch but never pain!. If it is painful, then you are 
overdoing, doing it with a poor technique or there is an existing injury 
 

https://youtu.be/-Ooy8foPVxw


If you have average range: Hold the stretch for 30 seconds, re-position then hold it for 
another 30 sec 
 
If you have good range: hold the stretch for 15 seconds, re-position then hold it for 
another 15sec 
 
3- Myofacial release: It is important to relax the facia which covers the muscles like a cling 
film and that can also get quite tight. Use a foam roll to roll all muscle groups pre and post 
outing/erg/weights. 
 
Ideally you should all have a foam roller that use take with you to training. We only have 2 
good one and 2 soft ones in the gym. Not sure how many you have access for post water 
sessions. 
 
I have been told Amazon have some good deals or pop it on your Xmas list. 
 


